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1) Contrast “covenant” with a “contract” by making reference to three differences. 

2) Covenant works in two dimensions of relationships.  What are they? 

3) Spiritually speaking, the greatest covenant is the covenant we have with __________. 

4) What New Testament relationship serves as perhaps the greatest example of a covenant on 

earth? 

5) Covenant is not only a relational word, it is also a(n) ______________ word. 

6) Most believers view eschatology (doctrine of last things) from two perspectives.  What are 

these two perspectives? 

7) What impact does each of the two perspectives of question four have on our theology? 

8) “Covenant people will never leave the sheep __________________.” 

9) The Greek root word for “____________” is similar to the Hebrew word used for “keepeth.” 

10) As shepherds, our responsibility is not to look at the flock, but to ____________________. 

11) “Covenant people do not wait for a call when ______________________________.” 

12) The Hebrew root of the name Goliath means “_________________________________.” 

13) The name David means “____________________________________________.” 

14) “Covenant people draw from _________________________________________.” 

15) The shepherd’s bag represents the __________________ and a _____________________.” 

16) The stone that killed the giant could be the _________________ of the corporate Christ. 

17) “Covenant people will find someone they can ________________________.” 

18) Real fulfillment comes from losing yourself in someone else, from 

__________________________________________________________________. 

19) What does it mean to lose yourself in someone else? 

20) ________________ is a covenant man who lost himself in David. 

21) To sin is to _________________________________. 

22) “Covenant people behave themselves ______________.” 

23) Religion always seeks to promote itself.  Covenant always promotes ____________ and 

________________________________________________________ 

24) What are the three biggest threats to covenant? 

25) “Covenant people delight in and ____________________.” 

26) You can not die until ___________________________________________.” 

27) “Covenant people are intimate and ____________________.” 

28) “Covenant people will invest in ___________________.” 

29) “Covenant people will cover and ________________________________.” 

30) “Covenant people will never betray _________________________________.” 

31) “Covenant people will ____________________themselves in the Lord.” 

32) What is an effective way to encourage yourself in the Lord? 



33) “Covenant people _______________________ more than everything.” 

34) “Covenant people desire to bless _____________________________.” 

35) How did David demonstrate his honor and respect for Saul even though Saul sought to kill 

him? 

36) What led to David’s celebration by dancing in the streets before the Lord? 

37) “Covenant people will commit to _____________________.” 

38) How did David demonstrate his commitment to Jonathan’s seed? 

39) What does the word “Lodebar” mean? 

40) What was Rizpah noted for? 

41) “Covenant people are not perfect but they ____________________________.” 

42) Give an example of David having a “perfect heart.” 

43) “Covenant people will suffer but they will ________________.” 

44) What was the major event which no doubt led to much of David’s suffering? 

45) In what ways did David suffer? 

46) “Covenant people are _____________________.” 

47) What does it mean to be multigenerational? 

48) Give a biblical example of being multigenerational. 

49) How was Jesus multigenerational? 

50) Know all seventeen principles of a Covenant Heart. 


